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 US interest rate trends and political risks in Europe are currently in 
focus  
 
EURUSD strengthened to slightly above the level of 1.08 at the end of 
January, but the euro has declined to the 1.05 dollar level again since then. 
The reasons for this were rising US interest rate expectations and growing 
political risks in the euro zone. In mid-March parliamentary elections are 
coming up in the Netherlands, at the end of April presidential elections will 
be held in France, and the risk that early new elections will be called in Italy 
continues to linger. All these (potential) elections will be contested by 
strongly nationalist anti-EU movements. Overall, these factors appear to 
weigh more heavily from the perspective of the markets than the risks 
associated with the presidency of Donald Trump.  
 
We expect the dollar to maintain its strength in coming weeks. We are 
lowering our end-of-March forecast for EURUSD from 1.08 to 1.05, in light 
of the markets assigning greater importance to European political risks, 
while risks in the US (surprisingly) remain on the back-burner so far. 
Concurrently with the elections in the Netherlands the FOMC will hold its 
next meeting, and should provide stronger indications of an impending rate 
hike in the second quarter. We are cautious with respect to additional dollar 
appreciation potential over the remainder of the year. We expect three rate 
hikes in the US, which the markets have largely priced in by now though. In 
addition, strong economic data releases should continue to emerge from 
the euro zone, hence we expect the dollar to weaken somewhat again over 
the remainder of the year. We see the greatest risk to our forecast in a 
larger than expected surge in US consumer price inflation, which would 
lead to a stronger dollar.  
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JPY – yen strengthens in line with lower yields in the euro zone 
 
With respect to the monetary policy stance of the Bank of Japan, no 
significant changes were announced at its last meeting (31. January 
2017). In order to achieve its inflation objective of 2% as soon as 
possible, the BoJ continues to rely on negative deposit rates, QE 
(around JPY 80 trn. per year), as well as control of the yield curve. 
Should the uptrend in US bond yields continue in line with our 
expectations, control of the yield curve with the aim of keeping 10 year 
JGB yields close to 0% could become an increasingly more challenging 
task for the BoJ. So far in 2017, JGB yields have already increased to 
the vicinity of 0.1%.  
 
As we expected, a rapid decline in 10-year government note yields in the 
US and the euro zone until 08. February resulted in appreciation 
pressure on the yen. While yields in US treasuries have increased again 
since then, yields in the euro zone have remained close to their February 
lows (triggered by political risks). Therefore, pressure on the yen to 
strengthen against the euro persists. Given the BoJ's intention of holding 
10-year JGB yields close to 0%, we believe the yen will weaken again if 
yields in the euro zone rise. Conversely, if yields in the euro zone were to 
decline, the yen should appreciate further, similar to the trend that could 
be observed recently. Following a recent bout of weakness, the yen's 
real effective exchange rate against a broad basket of currencies is close 
to its long term trend again since the end of January. 
 
From a technical perspective the support level near 120 has failed to 
hold and the yen is gradually moving toward 119 and lower levels at the 
moment. The next important support will be encountered around the 117 
level, close to the currently slightly downward sloping 200-day moving 
average. In the event of a renewed uptrend taking hold, the level of 123  
currently represents strong resistance. According to Bloomerg, the 
analyst consensus at present expects the yen to trade at 123 against the 
euro by Q4 2017.   
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Trade-weighted real effective exchange 
rate of the yen (as of January 2017) 
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EURCHF – Swiss franc increasingly under appreciation pressure 
 
After several attempts, the Swiss franc finally moved decisively below 
the 1.07 level against the euro. So far the level of 1.064 represents 
support, but appreciation pressure on the CHF evidently persists, as 
almost no counter-trend movements were in evidence in recent trading 
days. Similar to the euro zone, confidence in the Swiss manufacturing 
sector has clearly moved into expansion territory in January again. 
Consumer confidence is rising as well. Thus the federal statistical office 
of Switzerland expects that Swiss GDP growth will accelerate to +1.8% 
in 2017, in line with global trends. However, the pace of inflation (+0.3% 
y/y as of January) continues to lag significantly behind that of the euro 
zone.  
 
In the short term, fundamental factors provide no evidence that 
appreciation pressure on the Swiss franc is likely to recede significantly. 
The revision of the SNB's conditional inflation forecast in December 
indicates that an increase in the inflation differential between Switzerland 
and the euro zone should be expected. Moreover, political risks in the 
euro zone are leading to heightened uncertainty, hence sovereign 
spreads of peripheral EZ countries and France over German Bunds have 
recently widened again. As a result of this, the Swiss franc continues to 
be seen as an attractive safe haven currency despite negative deposit 
rates. In recent weeks the surge in sight deposits at Swiss banks has 
accelerated noticeably. The SNB continues to stress that the Swiss franc 
remains significantly overvalued and that it will “...remain active in foreign 
exchange markets as necessary”.  In view of the fundamental data and 
the situation in financial markets, we are revising our forecast for 
EURCHF slightly downward. In our assessment EURCHF should 
fluctuate between 1.055 and 1.07 in coming months. Should the current 
support level at 1.064 fail to hold, a short term move to the next support 
level around 1.055 appears possible from a technical perspective. If no 
political risks materialize, investors should become increasingly more 
risk tolerant toward the euro zone as the year progresses though, in line 
with the ongoing global economic recovery. That should lend support to 
the euro, and we expect the Swiss franc to weaken year-over-year to 
around EURCHF 1.09 by Q4 2017. However, a minimum exchange rate 
is no longer enforced. Should certain risks materialize (e.g. geopolitical 
conflicts, political turmoil in the EU), the Swiss franc could once again 
appreciate rapidly and strongly. 
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Exchange rate forecasts

1
 

 
 

Currency current Mar.17 Jun.17 Sep.17 Dec.17

EURUSD 1.05 1.05 1.08 1.10 1.12

EURCHF 1.07 1.06 1.07 1.08 1.09

EURJPY current Mar.17 Jun.17 Sep.17 Dec.17

Bloomberg Survey 121.0 121.0 122.0 123.0

Spot/Forward 119.4 120.0 120.0 120.0 120.0  
 
Source: Bloomberg, Erste Group Research 

 
 
Interest rate forecasts 

 
current Mar.17 Jun.17 Sep.17 Dec.17

3M Euribor -0.33 -0.30 -0.30 -0.30 -0.30

3M Libor US 1.05 1.00 1.30 1.50 1.80

3M Libor CH -0.73 -0.75 -0.75 -0.75 -0.75  
Source: Bloomberg, Erste Group Research 

 
  

                                                
1
 By regulations we are obliged to issue the following statement: Forecasts are no reliable 

indicator for future performance 
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Disclaimer 
 
This publication was prepared by Erste Group Bank AG or any of its consolidated subsidiaries (together with consolidated 
subsidiaries "Erste Group") independently and objectively as other information pursuant to the Circular of the Austrian 
Financial Market Authority regarding information including marketing communication pursuant to the Austrian Securities 
Supervision Act. This publication serves interested investors as additional source of information and provides general 
information, information about product features or macroeconomic information without emphasizing product selling 
marketing statements. This publication does not constitute marketing communication pursuant to Art. 36 (2) Austrian 
Securities Supervision Act as no direct buying incentives were included in this publication, which is of information character. 
This publication does not constitute investment research pursuant to § 36 (1) Austrian Securities Supervision Act. It has not 
been prepared in accordance with legal requirements designed to promote the independence of investment research and it 
is not subject to the prohibition on dealing ahead of the dissemination of investment research. The information only serves 
as non-binding and additional information and is based on the level of knowledge of the person in charge of drawing up the 
information on the respective date of its preparation. The content of the publication can be changed at any time without 
notice. This publication does not constitute or form part of, and should not be construed as, an offer, recommendation or 
invitation to subscribe for or purchase any securities, and neither this publication nor anything contained herein shall form 
the basis of or be relied on in connection with or act as an inducement to enter into any contract or inclusion of a security or 
financial product in a trading strategy. Information provided in this publication are based on publicly available sources which 
Erste Group considers as reliable, however, without verifying any such information by independent third persons. While all 
reasonable care has been taken to ensure that the facts stated herein are accurate and that the forecasts, opinions and 
expectations contained herein are fair and reasonable, Erste Group (including its representatives and employees) neither 
expressly nor tacitly makes any guarantee as to or assumes any liability for the up-to-dateness, completeness and 
correctness of the content of this publication. Erste Group may provide hyperlinks to websites of entities mentioned in this 
document, however the inclusion of a link does not imply that Erste Group endorses, recommends or approves any material 
on the linked page or accessible from it. Neither a company of Erste Group nor any of its respective managing directors, 
supervisory board members, executive board members, directors, officers of other employees shall be in any way liable for 
any costs, losses or damages (including subsequent damages, indirect damages and loss of profit) howsoever arising from 
the use of or reliance on this publication. Any opinion, estimate or projection expressed in this publication reflects the 
current judgment of the author(s) on the date of publication of this document and do not necessarily reflect the opinions of 
Erste Group. They are subject to change without prior notice. Erste Group has no obligation to update, modify or amend this 
publication or to otherwise notify a reader thereof in the event that any matter stated herein, or any opinion, projection, 
forecast or estimate set forth herein, changes or subsequently becomes inaccurate. The past performance of securities or 
financial instruments is not indicative for future results. No assurance can be given that any financial instrument or issuer 
described herein would yield favorable investment results or that particular price levels may be reached. Forecasts in this 
publication are based on assumptions which are supported by objective data. However, the used forecasts are not 
indicative for future performance of securities or financial instrument. Erste Group, its affiliates, principals or employees may 
have a long or short position or may transact in the financial instrument(s) referred to herein or may trade in such financial 
instruments with other customers on a principal basis. Erste Group may act as a market maker in the financial instruments 
or companies discussed herein and may also perform or seek to perform investment services for those companies. Erste 
Group may act upon or use the information or conclusion contained in this publication before it is distributed to other 
persons. This publication is subject to the copyright of Erste Group and may not be copied, distributed or partially or in total 
provided or transmitted to unauthorized recipients. By accepting this publication, a recipient hereof agrees to be bound by 
the foregoing limitations. 
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